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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
09/14/16  

Minimal bounce possible but equity anxiety is minimal early on  
 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 3:16 AM (CT): 
GOLD +1.50, SILVER +15.00, PLATINUM +9.70  
 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: International equity markets were 
mixed overnight with Asian equities weaker and the rest of the world posting 
minor recovery action from the large losses seen in the prior trading session. 
The trade was presented with a slight decline in UK unemployment readings for August overnight and that fosters 
more talk that the UK is indeed working beyond the BREXIT crisis. The trade saw talk that the BOJ might have to 
cut interest rates again and there were rising expectations that the Bayer/Monsanto takeover was going to be 
completed today. The US economic report slate in thin again today with a weekly mortgage Application survey to 
be released and August US Import/export prices that are expected to have softened.  
 

 
GOLD / SILVER 
The gold and silver trade waffled around both sides of unchanged Tuesday in the face of lingering Dollar strength 
and periodic safe haven psychology. However, we would have expected gold to have benefited more from 
significant declines in US equities and general doom emanating from the Delivering Alpha Conference in New 
York. While gold did manage to spend a lot of time in positive ground on Tuesday, it wasn't able to draft directly 
from very sharp declines in US equities. In fact, the inability to see gold prices spike higher in the face of warnings 
from credible money managers that global government debt levels have put the markets in a very dangerous 
position has to be very disappointing to the bull camp. Apparently speakers at the financial conference also 
suggested that there might not be any true safe haven instruments left like US Treasuries and that should have 
sparked buying of gold and silver. US equity market weakness Tuesday only partially spilled over into global 
equity markets overnight but anxiety might have to remain high to see gold and check the September corrective 
slide. Gold derivative holdings fell by 94,884 ounces on Tuesday and they reached their lowest levels since late 
June. Silver derivative holdings rose by 1.41 million ounces overnight to stand at 572 million. Year to date gold 
holdings have gained 16.2 million ounces while silver year to date has gained 61 million ounces!  
 

 
PLATINUM  
The PGM complex clearly showed it was a physical commodity market on Tuesday, when it traded weaker than 
gold in the face of rising financial and economic developments. In short, the PGM complex appears to be acting 
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like a physical commodity market that is fearful of slumping physical demand ahead. In fact, the PGM complex 
virtually ignored news of a production loss at an Anglo-American smelter in South Africa yesterday, perhaps 
because the sharp slide in stocks this week has fostered a partial anxiety event.  
 

MARKET IDEAS 
Our patently bearish view toward gold is tempered in the wake of a potential lingering anxiety event in the form of 
fresh concerns toward government debt, fresh fears of overreaching central bank stimulus action and because of 
the lack of noted Dollar gains in the wake of bullish Dollar news. With a number of respected fund managers and 
economists (at a conference in New York) suggesting that the world is facing an extremely dangerous time ahead 
because of the condition of financial markets and the actions of central bankers we have to temper our bearish 
view toward gold directly ahead. Another issue that should provide some support to the precious metals is the 
news that the US filed an enforcement case against China with the WTO as that could result in Chinese market 
retaliation or a trade war. In conclusion, we think that gold and to a lesser degree silver should find closer-in 
support on the charts and that a return to the early September lows might be averted.  
 

 
COPPER COMMENTARY  
09/14/16  

The ability to discount Chinese trade fears is bullish  
 

GENERAL 
While copper prices waffled around both sides of unchanged yesterday, they 
have held up impressively in the face of definitively negative outside market 
influences. In addition to strength in the Dollar yesterday, the copper bulls also 
had to contend with significant weakness in US equities and global financial 
markets, fearmongering from a widely-followed and attended business 
conference in New York and pressure from sagging crude oil prices. With the added burden of the US filing a 
WTO action against China for farm subsidies, there are reasons to rekindle fear toward Chinese copper demand. 
On the other hand the market overnight saw a 2nd straight decline in LME copper stocks and a noted decline in 
Shanghai copper stocks of 7,387 tons and that probably served to facilitate the latest upside breakout on the 
charts.  
 

 
MARKET IDEAS 
Despite a 3 day low to high rally in December copper of 6 cents this week copper might continue to see short 
covering and fresh buying. In fact the copper market into the recent lows might have had a combined spec and 
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fund short above 30,000 contracts and alleviating the fear of rising exchange stocks should not be discounted.  
 

 

 

 
 
             2017 Commodity Trading Guide 
 
Order Before 10/1/2016 and pay only $15! 
Save 25%! 
 
Featuring 

 Futures and Options Expiration Dates 

 Ten Years of Supply and Demand Tables 

 Government & Industry Report Dates 

 All‐Time Contract High and Low Prices                

 Global Crop Calendars 

 Over 350 Charts & Graphs 

 Traders’ Glossary 

 Contract Specifications 
 
Where else can you find this much information & analysis in 
one place? 
 
The 2017 Trading Guide will be shipping the first week of 
December 2016. 
 

Only $15 plus Shipping 
Order Here:  www.HightowerReport.com 
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